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What Lime tti Apply? ** Our main concern in the past was to apply lime to
correct acidity of the soil mixture. Even when recommendations from a soil
testing laboratory suggested a specific amount of lime to apply, there was
always a tendency to apply less in practice. Psychologically, all of us
are inclined to apply more fertilizer than lime just because of the differ
ence in color of the material. Now, more and more emphasis is being placed
on the importance of calcium in plant nutrition. From our Croft and Ace
lily experiments and from extensive work on many crops in the Agronomy
Department, calcium availability varies with lime type and source.

This year Professor Harold White has set up an experiment with carnations
on the basis of lime requirement test. A whole house is devoted to comparing
calcite and dolomitic lime. Why not come to Amherst on October 3rd and see
the results?

It's in the Bud - George Goddard has contributed basic and practical re
search to the poinsettia industry. If we know how to control its flowering,
we can supply better plants to our customers. Even though you may have
attended the recent poinsettia school at Waltham, you surely will be interest
ed In seeing George*s poiasettia research. Come on up and look inside the bud!

Vacuum Cooling - Does vacuum cooling of roses prolong their storage life?
From the research that L. M. Greiner of the Agricultural Engineering Department
and our staff it does not appear that vacuum cooling prior to 31°F. storage is
as satisfactory as 31°F. storage alone. Also, fresh cut, properly cured roses
rated higher than the 31°F. stored roses.

— Alfred W. Boicourt
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CONTROLLING POINSETTIA FLOWER BOD INITIATION

Schedule for controlling poinsettia flower bud initiation

Date Treatment Night Temperature

Sept. 15 Apply lights 11:00 p.m. to 62°F.
1:00 a.m.

Oct. 5 Discontinue lights. Apply Raise to 68 F.
shade 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m.

If plants are shaded with black cloth:-

Oct. 19 Continue to shade Drop to 62°F.
Oct. 26 Discontinue use of shade Maintain 62°F.

If plants are not shaded with black cloth:-

Oct, 26 Drop to 62°F.
•"Vfifl^/
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|jhen to. begin MsM program.- The application of light on September 15
will keep the plants in a vegetative condition and prevent any premature
flower bud initiation. The night temperature should be kept as close to
60-62 F. as possible in order to slow down the vegetative growth and pre
vent excessive stem elongation.

Advantage of black cloth - On October 5, when the use of lights is dis
continued, the normal daylength is short enough to cause the buds to initiate;
however, bud set is more rapid and uniform when an 8-hour daylength is pro
vided through the use of black cloth.

Higher temperature in early October hastens flower bud initiation and
development - In raising the temperature to 68°F. on October 5, the poinsettia
plant will initiate flower buds much more rapidly and much more uniformly than
if the temperature remained at 62°F. and will insure a very good bud set. The
reason for dropping the night temperature to 62°F. on the dates specified is
that this lower temperature will slow down the development of the flower buds
and result in a better quality plant. Actually, the flower buds become
initiated at 68 F. within four days following the application of 8-hour day-
lengths; and within seven days of normal daylengths at this time of year when
the long days are discontinued. The reason for keeping the black cloth on
is primarily for insurance.

When long days were applied in our research after the plants had re
ceived seven days of 8-hour and normal daylength treatments, the primary
cyathium aborted and the plant branched, producing two or sometimes three
vegetative stems in place of the secondary cyathia.

The abortion and branching occurred when long days were applied follow
ing short days until the plants had been under 8-hour daylength conditions
for at least three weeks or under the normal day conditions for at least
five weeks.

Effects of extraneous lights - Once the secondary cyathia were well
developed and showing early stamen primordin, the inflorescence of the
poinsettia developed normally regardless of daylength. Therefore, in order
to eliminate any danger of flower bud abortion, which can be caused by any
extraneous source of light such as street lights, night watchmen, or other
sources, the black cloth should be kept over the plants for at least three
weeks. If shade is not used, care must be taken not to allow any extraneous
source of light for at least five weeks.

Overcoming retailer resistance to late development of poinsettia
plants - Most growers have been satisfied with the results of lighting
their poinsettia crop. The greatest complaint has been the reluctance of
the retail florist to accept lighted plants in early December. Several
large poinsettia growers have solved this problem by lighting one-half or
two-thirds of their poinsettia crop. The retail florist can then obtain
enough well-developed poinsettia plants in early December to satisfy his
needs, and plants of a later maturity date and thus better quality can be
available to him in mid-December.
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Schedule for late propagations (up to October 5) -

September 15 Light stock plants

October 5 (or earlier) Take cuttings and apply lights
to propagating bench

October 10 Discontinue lights and shade
propagating bench from 4:00 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m. daily.

Maintain a night temperature of
at least 68°F. throughout the
growing season.

— George B. Goddard
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POINSETTIA DISEASES AND THEIR CONTROL

The results of diagnosis from previous years shows that the diseases
of the poinsettia have been completely confined to the roots and lower stems.
The big three diseases causing root rots are:- Rhizoctonia solani, Pvthium sp. J
and Thielaviopsis basicola. Also, these three diseases may occur at all phases
of production:-

1. Stock plants
2. Propagation
3. Panning
4. Finishing off period

A few characteristic symptoms for the "Big Three Diseases"

Rhizoctonia Symptoms

1. Destruction of roots.

2. Stem canker at soil line sharply defined, which may progress to involve
most of the stem tissues causing a girdling.

3. Leaves wilt, sometimes becoming chlorotic.

4. Leaves curl upward at the edges, gradually turn yellow.

5. Falling of yellowed leaves beginning with oldest foliage.


